TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR AN ANNUAL FUND

NAME OF ANNUAL FUND

GOWLING LAFLEUR HENDERSON LLP (OTTAWA)

ENTRANCE BURSARY

PURPOSE OF FUND

To provide financial assistance to two students admitted to the Faculty of Law, Common Law Section, one to a student admitted to the first year of the English language JD program, and one to a student admitted to the first year of the French language JD program.

BURSART DETAILS

Eligibility Criteria

The applicant must:

1. be admitted to the first year of the English or French JD program at the Faculty of Law, Common Law Section; and
2. demonstrate financial need, as determined by the Financial Aid and Awards Service of the University of Ottawa.

Value of the award: Variable

Number of awards: Two

Frequency of award: Annual

Level of award: JD

Application contact: Financial Aid and Awards Service

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Applications must be made through Online Scholarship and Bursaries, which can be accessed through https://scholarships.uottawa.ca, and should include the Financial Questionnaire.

NOTE

To be considered for this scholarship, you must apply through the Admission Bursary - English JD Program (99950) or Admission Bursary - French JD Program (99948).